**ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS...**

*Melissa Jones takes a look at the latest sportsturf gifts on the market.*

Looking for some inspiration this Christmas, look no further...

**YES! GOLF UK: Ho Ho Ho!**

Yes! Golf UK suddenly announced it was planning to do absolutely nothing about the credit crunch, bypass the recession and refuse utterly to consider holding a fire sale to shift stock. After all, it’s Christmas...

Instead of moaning about the fiscal squeeze, Yes! Golf is offering an irresistible Santa’s list of Christmas presents for the golfers in your life, or even for yourself if you’re in need of cheering up.

For details of the full range of putters visit: www.yesgolf.co.uk

In addition there’s a whole range of training aids, accessories and clothing to choose from.

**BUNKER MENTALITY**

Bunker Mentality (BM) is a brand for golf addicts, people with a love of the great game and those who have a different mentality. Don’t forget - it’s an Old Game, but it’s a New Breed of Golfer. Bunker Mentality’s accessories are unique Christmas gifts for golfers!

**Who’s Your Caddy?**

This ‘Who’s Your Caddy?’ tee shirt, available from Bunker Mentality, is available in khaki, sky (pictured) and mocha. BM t-shirts are all 100% combed cotton single jersey as opposed to open-end cotton, giving a softer, smoother feel to the fabric. These t-shirts have a slim fashion fit so make reference to the size charts to ensure you get one that you will be happy with.

The t-shirts are available from many pro shops, and online at: www.bunker-mentality.com

**Bunker Mentality Grips**

Using the word famous C-thru grips, tour quality grips no less, you can now add the Bunker Mentality graphics to your favourite piece of hardwear and Bunk up those clubs. Nevermind waiting until your club needs re-gripping you can now change the look of your club as often as you change your shirt.
ONLINE GOLF: Batman & Robin Headcovers

Online Golf are selling quirky Batman & Robin headcovers, in association with Brand Fusion Ltd - one of Europe’s leading golf wholesale companies.

“Holy fine quality headcovers Batman!” Batman & Robin Headcovers are made from soft and durable toy-like plush fabric to fight crime on the fairway and offer excellent protection for your woods or driver.

Made from 100% new polyester materials, Batman and Robin headcovers give a soft toy-like plush feel while the stretchy sock easily slips over fairway woods, hybrid clubs and even oversized drivers for complete protection against physical damage.

Batman and his sidekick Robin come with all their token crime fighting features, including capes, bat-belts and personal logos. As the official merchandise of DC Comics and Warner Brothers, each headcover has a label of authenticity.

Batman & Robin Headcovers are available to order now at: www.onlinegolf.co.uk

BEST IMPRESSIONS: Printed Golf Tees

Best Impressions offer a range of both plain and printed golf tees. Their biodegradable tees offer good durability as well as being kinder to golf clubs, mowing equipment and the environment. Available in 54mm or 70mm sizes, they can also be personalised with a name or wording of your choice.

Traditional wooden tees are supplied in a variety of different colours and three different lengths. 54mm and 70mm wooden tees can be ordered plain, personalised on the shaft or with a design or initials printed on the top of the tee. You can even choose to have both!

Extra long 83mmm wooden tees are available plain or with side printing only.

Tees are available from: www.bestimpressions.co.uk

Pitchmaster Repairers

Described by Today’s Golfer as the ‘Ferrari’ of Pitch repairers, with Bunker Graphics these Pitchmaster Repairs from Bunker Mentality are more like the HUMMER! For more information visit: www.bunker-mentality.com or tel: 0115 924 1010.

Merry Christmas
ONE GINGER PELÉ, THERE’S ONLY ONE GINGER PELÉ!

Saturday afternoons just wouldn’t be the same without hearing chants being sung from the terraces of football clubs across Britain and this hilarious new book from Chris Parker contains over 180 of the cleverest, wittiest and most downright hilarious examples of football chants from clubs all over the country.

From teams such as Windsor and Eton FC and Bishops Stortford, right through to the giants like Chelsea and Manchester United, One Ginger Pelé contains the most up-to-date chants from the English and Scottish Leagues along with the best chants to poke fun at mascots, other teams, fans and the constantly frustrating figure of the referee.

One Ginger Pele is available from all good bookshops and online at Amazon and Play.

ART AND SCIENCE OF CRICKET

Considered the most forward-thinking coach in international cricket, Bob Woolmer’s tragic and untimely death at the 2007 World Cup in the Caribbean dominated headlines around the globe for months. One small comfort is that he had just completed his magnum opus, a lifetime’s wisdom gathered from playing and coaching cricket at the highest levels.

Bob Woolmer’s Art and Science of Cricket represents the first time that a cricket coach and a sports scientist, both experts in their field, have combined their experience, insights and knowledge to create the most comprehensive book on playing and coaching cricket published to date. The book covers all the essentials such as batting, bowling and fielding but, unlike other coaching manuals, the aim of this book is to develop all-rounders who can show mental as well as technical strength.

Art and Science of Cricket is available from all good bookshops and online at Amazon and Play.